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ABSTRACT8

This paper analyses the influence of the geometry of bridge piers and the geometry of the9

supplied debris on the formation and growth of wood debris jams at bridge piers. A total of 16210

laboratory experiments have been conducted. Experimental results showed that the maximum size11

of debris jams formed by the accumulation of cylindrical debris (i.e. wooden dowels) is smaller12

than that of jams formed by natural non-branched wood of irregular shape. In addition, experiments13

with branched debris resulted in jams that were significantly smaller and less stable than those with14

non-branched natural debris. Finally, comparison of experiments conducted with six different pier15

shapes indicate that the shape of a pier has negligible effects on the maximum size of a woody16

debris jam. The only exception to this observation was for square piers, which showed slightly17

larger debris jam sizes than the other types of piers tested.18

INTRODUCTION19

Bridges piers resting on mobile river beds have long been the object of concerns among hy-20

draulic and structural engineers. The obstruction imposed by the pier reduces the flow area, alters21

the flow field around the pier, and produces backwater effects and localised scour. These problems22
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have been extensively studied over the last decades (e.g. Melville and Sutherland, 1988; Dargahi,23

1990; Williamson, 1996; Johnson and King, 2003; Dey and Raikar, 2007), and numerous models24

have been developed to aid the assessment of flood risk and the design of resilient pier foundations.25

In many rivers, the accumulation of large woody debris (hereafter referred to as LWD) during floods26

can critically exacerbate the above effects. Previous studies have shown that debris jams can signif-27

icantly reduce the flow area (Parola et al., 2000; Daniels and Rhoads, 2004; Bradley et al., 2005;28

Pfister et al., 2013), which strongly affects the distribution of flow velocities and turbulence in the29

channel (Gurnell et al., 2002; Daniels and Rhoads, 2004; Wilcox and Wohl, 2006; Manners et al.,30

2007; Pagliara and Carnacina, 2011). Furthermore, debris piles produce additional hydrodynamic31

loadings on the pier, which combined with enhanced scour may ultimately lead to bridge failures.32

Diehl (1997) estimated that LWD accumulations contributed to about 30% of bridge failures in the33

US, while Benn (2013) found that debris was involved in 20 of the 69 bridge failures studied in34

the UK and Ireland. Despite these evidences, to date research on the main factors responsible for35

the growth of debris jams at piers are still rather limited. For many years, studies describing the36

dimensions of large wood accumulations were limited to field observations (Diehl, 1997; Lyn et al.,37

2007; Lagasse et al., 2010). Unfortunately, most of the time this type of site observations can only38

provide a snapshot of the problem, which may lead to an underestimation of the maximum potential39

size that accumulations can actually reach during an event. The shape of jams observed during40

these site surveys has been generically described as an inverted half-cone (Abbe and Montgomery,41

1996; Diehl, 1997; Lagasse et al., 2010). In addition, debris piles have been observed to grow42

through the successive collection of individual elements rather than bursts of logs (Diehl, 1997;43

Bradley et al., 2005; Lyn et al., 2007; Lagasse et al., 2010). Laboratory experiments have also44

been conducted on debris in rivers, but to date, the large majority of these studies has focused on45

analysing the effects of debris jams on flow and, especially, on scour. In addition, debris trapping46

and growth have been experimentally studied for tsunami events (Pasha and Tanaka, 2016; Stolle47

et al., 2018). Because of the lack of precise information about the size reached by accumulations,48

debris piles used in debris-induced scour experiments were typically modelled by idealised jam49
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shapes of arbitrary size. For example, Melville and Dongol (1992) modelled the LWD pile with50

a cylinder, while Pagliara and Carnacina (2011) used a rectangular shape. On the other hand,51

Lagasse et al. (2010) tested several shapes, e.g. a wedge with external protrusions with the aim of52

including the inherent irregularities of debris jams. While these studies provide interesting insights53

into scour induced by woody debris, the accuracy of the results obtained so far may have been54

strongly affected by the arbitrary shape and size adopted. A recent study by the authors (Panici55

and de Almeida, 2018) provided an experimental analysis of the actual process of formation of56

debris jams at single isolated piers. The study included 570 experiments in which debris jams were57

formed by the successive accumulation of individual elements transported by the flow. During58

these tests, jams gradually increased in size, although sometimes elements were removed from the59

jam by the flow (either individually or in groups) therefore reducing the size temporarily. However,60

the results from these tests showed that jams were removed from the pier by the flow (a condition61

hereafter referred to as failure) when their size was the largest observed during the course of each62

experiment. Using this dataset, they found relations between the maximum dimensions of debris63

jams (i.e. width, height, and length) and variables representing the flow and debris characteristics,64

which recently informed new experiments on pier scour (Ebrahimi et al., 2018). The study by65

Panici and de Almeida (2018) found that the dimensionless group FrL = v/
√
gL (where v is the66

average flow velocity at the pier section prior to the formation of the debris jam, and L repre-67

sents the length of debris pieces) played a central role in determining the maximum dimensions68

of the accumulation, while other variables (e.g. pier diameter) showed little or no effect on the69

jam formation for the flow and debris conditions tested. Despite the large number of experiments70

conducted by the authors, there are still many factors that have not been thoroughly investigated71

and which can influence the growth of debris jams at piers. An example of this is related to the72

characteristics of debris elements that were used in the experiments. Panici and de Almeida (2018)73

used non-branched defoliated sticks, whilst the presence of branches was previously observed to74

have important effects on anchoring debris at bridge decks (Schmocker and Hager, 2011) and piano75

key-weirs (Pfister et al., 2013) (resulting in increased probability of entrapment). On the other76
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hand, different experimental studies used wooden dowels to model debris elements. For instance,77

Rusyda et al. (2014) tested the accumulation of debris pieces produced by the instantaneous release78

of a large number of dowels (100 and 200) into a 30 cm wide flume, and related the accumulation79

volume to the frontal area obstructed by the flow. Gschnitzer et al. (2017) performed a series of80

experiments with the purpose of analysing the accumulation of woody debris for different models of81

bridges using dowels, dowels with protrusions, and fine material. The results were used to develop82

a probabilistic approach to bridge blockage by woody debris. On the other hand, Lyn et al. (2003)83

advised that natural sticks should be preferred to dowels for experimental analyses, on the basis of84

experiments conducted to determine the likelihood of debris accumulations being formed at piers.85

To date, it remains unclear the extent to which certain geometrical characteristics of individual86

debris elements may influence the maximum dimensions of formed debris jams.87

88

Another important gap in current knowledge relates to the potential influence of the shape of89

piers on the dimensions of formed jams. The vast majority of laboratory studies conducted to date90

on woody debris accumulations adopted circular piers. However, Diehl (1997) suggested that the91

shape of the pier can have an important influence on the process of formation of large wood jams.92

In particular, the study, based on field observations, indicated that round piers are generally less93

prone to jam formation and proposed that their use is preferable for reducing LWD-related risks,94

although no factual evidence in support of this recommendation was provided. A recent study by95

De Cicco et al. (2016) was aimed at estimating the probability of entrapment of debris elements96

(modelled by dowels) at bridge piers varying pier shape. Six different shapes were tested, namely97

of circular, square, triangular, trapezoidal, ogive, and stadium section. The authors concluded that98

a square shape is more prone to accumulate LWD elements, whereas no noticeable differences were99

found for the other shapes. However, it remains largely unknown what influence the pier shape100

might have on the growth of debris jams after the initial debris entrapment, as well as on the final101

size of the accumulated debris.102

The present article focuses on the experimental evaluation of the influence of the geometry of103
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the pier and the characteristics of debris on the growth of debris piles at bridge piers. In particular,104

this study is aimed at continuing and extending the work by Panici and de Almeida (2018) by105

performing laboratory tests that will elucidate the questions raised above, which are fundamental106

to the development of accurate models to predict the potential size of debris accumulations formed107

during floods.108

METHODOLOGY109

The experimental tests presented in this study were performed using the same experimental110

facilities and procedure described in Panici and de Almeida (2018). Tests were carried out at the111

University of Southampton Hydraulic laboratory in a 22 m-long and 1.375 m-wide tilting flume.112

The use of the same facility allowed replication of experimental conditions previously tested by the113

authors under similar flow velocities and depths. Table 1 shows a summary of the main character-114

istics of the groups of experiments performed. Experiments involving debris elements of different115

shapes (i.e. dowels and two different types of branched debris) were tested by experimental groups116

B1 to B3, whereas experiments with different pier shapes were tested by groups P1 to P6. For117

each group, a number of experiments were conducted in which the flow conditions were varied by118

adjusting the discharge and the downstream flap gate.119

120

Debris pieces were modelled by four different types of elements. Figure 1 shows an example121

of each of the debris types used in this work. The figure also shows the two main geometrical122

variables used to describe the length of the main branch L and the branch extension b (i.e. distance123

normal to the direction of the main branch to the tip of the secondary branch). The debris length L124

and diameter d of all debris elements used in these experiments were kept constant, namely L=375125

mm and d=11.85 mm (on average, standard deviation of 1.24 mm). The only exception to this was126

group B1, in which a diameter d=12 mm was used because of commercial availability of dowels.127

From the results of Panici and de Almeida (2018), it can be safely assumed that this small difference128

in diameter will have negligible influence on the comparisons reported in this paper. For natural129

debris (which inherently displays small variations in diameter), the reported diameter was obtained130
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as the average of two measures taken at both ends, which were performed using a digital calliper131

(accuracy ±0.1 mm).132

133

Groups B1-B3 were aimed at analysing the influence of shape complexity on the process of134

entrapment of individual debris pieces and the growth of the jam. The different types of debris used135

in these experiments are shown in Figure 1. The lowest level of complexity is represented by dowels136

(B1), which are perfectly cylindrical and have a smooth surface. The next level of shape complexity137

is represented by non-branched natural sticks (groups P1-P5 and also other experiments in Panici138

and de Almeida (2018)) which are not perfectly straight, may display slight variations of diameter139

and are rougher than dowels. The introduction of branches is used to add further complexity to140

the geometry of the wood debris. In general, the complexity of debris shapes that can be found141

in nature is of difficult definition due to the many combinations of number of branches (and sub-142

branches) and their corresponding dimensions. For this reason, in this work a pragmatic approach143

is adopted where only single-branched debris pieces (i.e. natural sticks with a single branch) are144

tested. However, the potential influence of the size of branches has been analysed by using two145

values of the distance b (as shown in Figure 1). Namely, groups B2 and B3 were characterised146

by values of the dimensionless branch extension β=b/L of β=0.25 and β=0.50, respectively. The147

values of β were arbitrarily selected in order to evaluate the potential influence of this variable on148

the jam size in a broad range. For groups P1 to P5, debris was modelled using non-branched and149

defoliated natural sticks. The density of the material used for all experiments had values in the150

range 450-550 kg/m3. The material employed to model woody debris also showed no visible signs151

of deformations over the curse of the experiments.152

153

The model pier used for experiments B1, B2, and B3 was a circular PVC (polyvinyl chloride)154

cylinder of diameter D=50 mm. Experimental groups P1 to P5 were focused on the effects of pier155

shape on the growth and maximum size of LWD jams. In this paper, five of the shapes studied by156

De Cicco et al. (2016) were replicated with some minor differences. Figure 2 shows the detailed157
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cross-sections for piers used in experimental groups P1 to P5. All pier shapes were built with the158

same width (projected dimension in the direction normal to the main flow direction) of 50 mm, as159

shown in Figure 2. For group P1, a square pier of side 50 mmwas used, whereas for P2 a triangular160

section having internal angle at the upstream vertex of 45°was used. Experimental group P3 tested161

an ogive-shaped pier, the function of which was based on the von Kármán ogive (that is used for162

minimising drag (Pert, 2013)). For groups P4 and P5, cross-sections used were respectively a163

regular trapezoid (minor and major bases of 25 mm and 50 mm), and a half-circle of diameter 50164

mm. The pier used for experiments in group P1 was a square rod of PVC, while piers for groups165

P2 to P5 where made by 3D-printed hollow shells. These were then filled with fine and medium166

aggregate concrete and coated with bituminous paint in order to leave a surface finish comparable167

to the other PVC piers.168

169

Pier models were placed at the flume centreline, 11 m downstream from the inlet. This distance170

ensured that fully developed flow conditions were reached, according to previous works conducted171

in the same flume. Discharge was measured by a multi-cell multi-beam ADV placed 6 m down-172

stream of the pier. An ultrasonic probe was placed 1 m upstream of the pier in order to measure173

the upstream water level. Three video-cameras were used to record the time evolution of the174

accumulations, in order to completely describe the process of formation and growth. Two of these175

cameras were placed upstream from the pier, positioned respectively on the top of the flume and176

laterally (outside the glass walls). The third camera was placed underwater, 0.60 m downstream177

from the pier, and was held by a thin bar. Its size (a cylindrical camera of 35 mm diameter) and178

position in the wake of the pier-debris system, reduced its effects on the upstream flow. Prior to179

each experiment, images of a reference mesh were recorded by the three cameras, which allowed180

accurate measures of the jam size to be obtained from the footage. Detailed measurements of the181

dimensions of the accumulations were performed at the onset of the failure stage, since this was182

observed to be the condition when the size of jams were maximum for the vast majority of the183

experiments (Panici and de Almeida, 2018). The size of the jam was estimated by superimposing184
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to the reference mesh the image frames obtained from the video recordings. Each measure was185

taken up to half of the mesh size; hence, with an approximate accuracy of a quarter of the mesh186

size for each camera, i.e. 2.5 mm for the top camera and 3.2 mm for the submerged and lateral187

cameras. The mesh for the top camera was captured at several heights, so that the dimensions of188

the accumulations could be accurately determined for different depths of water. When the height189

was not available, a linearly interpolated measure between the two nearest heights was employed.190

For improved accuracy, the measured size was always cross-checked between two cameras.191

192

In all experiments, each debris element was individually introduced into the flume 7m upstream193

from the pier, at the flume centreline and from a height of (approximately) 50 mm from the194

water surface and kept parallel to the average flow direction. Debris feeding frequency was kept195

approximately constant at 20 debris/min, in order to represent an uncongested type of log transport196

(i.e. motion of individual elements that do not interact with each other) as defined by Braudrick197

et al. (1997). The introduction of debris pieces continued until the final failure of the debris jam198

was observed. At the downstream end of the flume, a wired mesh was placed to collect debris199

elements. These elements were periodically removed from the mesh to avoid backwater effects200

that could change the flow conditions at the pier section. In each experimental group, at least201

19 different flow discharges were tested under steady flow regime. The bottom of the flume was202

horizontal in all tests.203

Themain parameter adopted for the data analysis was the debris Froude number FrL , which was204

previously observed to strongly influence themaximum size of formed jams (Panici and de Almeida,205

2018). In particular, it has been shown that the variablesωc=Wc/L, ηc=Hc/L and κc=Kc/L (where206

Wc, Hc and Kc are, respectively, the width, height and length of a debris accumulation at the critical207

–i.e. at failure– stage, as sketched in Figure 3) can be modelled as functions of FrL . Since the208

length of individual debris was constant for all experiments (L= 375 mm), values of FrL in this209

paper only varied as a function of the flow velocity of each experiment. The length of the debris210

pieces was based on the previous work of the authors (Panici and de Almeida, 2018), aimed at211
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representing the range of the debris length to pier diameter ratio L/D that is typically observed in212

real-world rivers (Diehl, 1997; Lagasse et al., 2010). In total, 162 experiments were carried out.213

The values of the flow discharge used in each individual test spanned from 0.08 m3/s to 0.42 m3/s,214

which resulted in average flow velocities v in the range of 0.20 m/s to 0.81 m/s. Flow depths varied215

between 0.261 m and 0.412 m. For all experiments, the Froude number (Fr=v/
√
gh, where h is the216

water depth at the pier section prior to the debris accumulation) varied between 0.125 and 0.432217

and the Reynolds number (Re=ρvh/µ, where ρ is the water density and µ is the dynamic viscosity)218

from 5.56 x 104 to 3.34 x 105.219

RESULTS220

The evolution of wood debris accumulations observed in the experiments followed the general221

patterns previously observed by Panici and de Almeida (2018). In particular, in all experiments222

debris jams were dislodged from the pier by the flow (i.e. failed) through a rotation of the jam223

about the pier. Moreover, in virtually all of these experiments, the maximum size of formed debris224

jams was observed immediately before failure. Despite these similarities, notable differences were225

observed between experimental groups conducted in the present study and in Panici and de Almeida226

(2018), which are described in the following sections.227

Debris shape228

Figure 4 compares the critical dimensions of debris jams formed by natural sticks (4a, as ob-229

served by Panici and de Almeida (2018)), dowels (4b, group B1), and the two branched debris230

(4c and 4d, groups B2 and B3, respectively) for a range of FrL . The figure illustrates important231

differences among the four types of debris studied. Qualitatively, jams formed by dowels are more232

densely packed and display amore regular geometry. During these experiments, for (approximately)233

FrL≥0.40, jams could not form under any circumstances. All debris pieces were rapidly removed234

by the flow, and single elements were entrapped only for a very short period of time. Furthermore,235

even when a large number of elements (i.e. more than 15) was manually placed at the pier in the236

attempt to initiate an accumulation, they were rapidly dislodged from the pier. Therefore, FrL=0.40237

can be regarded as the maximum value of FrL under which jams formed by this idealised type of238
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debris can possibly develop.239

240

Debris accumulations formed by branched sticks displayed a different pattern. An example241

can be observed in figures 4c and 4d, which show two jams from groups B2 and B3 under very242

similar values of FrL . Jams formed by branched debris tended to be very unstable with frequent243

dislodgement of elements and size variation, and never displaying the long stable periods that were244

frequently observed for non-branched debris. Furthermore, the porosity (defined as the ratio of245

the solid volume and the overall volume) of jams formed by branched debris was significantly246

smaller than the porosity of jams formed with non-branched sticks although a quantitative measure247

was difficult to be obtained. Qualitative observations indicate that this trend depends on the248

dimensionless ratio b/L (i.e. visual inspections indicate that B3 experiments displayed higher249

porosities than B2).250

Figure 5 shows the maximum width, depth, and length (made dimensionless by L) reached by251

accumulations formed during experiments of groups B1, B2, and B3 as a function of FrL . For252

the sake of comparison, the experimental results of Panici and de Almeida (2018) for uniform253

length debris jams formed by natural sticks are also displayed on the same figure. At the lowest254

range of FrL (e.g. for FrL≤0.20), jams formed by dowels (group B1) reach maximum dimensions255

comparable to those previously observed for natural non-branched debris, i.e. ωc≈2.7-3.0, ηc≈0.2,256

and κc≈1.5. However, at larger FrL the jam dimensionless widthωc, and length κc display a notable257

drop compared to the corresponding values obtained with natural sticks. At the highest range of258

FrL , the values of ωc, ηc, and κc are approximately 1.1, 0.25, and 0.2, respectively.259

260

The maximum size reached by branched jams (groups B2 and B3) also displays important261

differences compared to non-branched sticks. In Figure 5, the comparison of the results from262

experiments with and without branches shows that for FrL<0.20 jams formed by branched sticks263

are considerably narrower (up to 35% less) than jamsmade of non-branched elements. For example,264

at low FrL jams of group B3 showed a maximum dimensionless width ωc of approximately 1.9,265
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whereas values for non-branched sticks ranged between 2.5 and 3.2. Although this difference266

is more clearly observed for ωc, the same tendency (albeit less marked) also holds true for ηc
267

and κc, with the latter being the least affected. With increasing values of FrL , differences in ωc
268

for non-branched and branched debris are reduced to approximately 20%. Differences between269

jams formed by debris elements with branches of different length (i.e. groups B2 and B3) are270

less pronounced than with non-branched elements, although the values of ωc in B3 are in general271

smaller than those of B2.272

Pier shape273

Unlike debris shape, varying the shape of the pier had minor or negligible effects on the forma-274

tion and maximum size of large wood piles. Qualitatively, jams accumulated on piers of groups P1275

to P5 showed consistency with those formed at the circular pier adopted by Panici and de Almeida276

(2018). Namely, growth of debris accumulations started with the unstable phase (i.e. a quick and277

unordered growth of the jam), followed by a longer stable phase (i.e. a jam growth showing little278

changes and high stability), and concluded by the final rotational motion of the critical phase (i.e.279

the rotation and dislodgement of the debris jam from the pier). No substantial differences were280

observed with regards to this formation process, with the exception for piers with flat surfaces (i.e.281

square in group P1 and trapezoidal in P4). These groups were typically more efficient in recruiting282

debris at the early stages of the jam formation, which reduced the duration of the unstable phase.283

However, the results provided in this paper show that the shape of the pier has only a minor influence284

on the final, maximum dimensions of formed jams, as described below.285

286

Figure 6 shows the maximum size of accumulations as a function of FrL for groups P1 to P5,287

along with the data from Panici and de Almeida (2018) for circular piers. Overall, these results for288

ωc and κcof all tests lie on the same scatter band previously obtained for a circular pier, except for289

square piers, which resulted in wider and longer debris accumulations. The depth of accumulations290

formed at all pier shapes lie on the same band, and no significant differences can be attributed to any291

particular shape. At the lowest values of FrL tested (i.e. say, 0.12≤FrL≤0.15), ωc for experiments292
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in groups P2-P5 ranged between 2.4∼3.1, ηc between 0.04∼0.08, and κc between 1.2∼1.6, all of293

which falling within the range of scatter of results obtained with circular piers. For increasing FrL ,294

ωc and κc decrease non-linearly, whereas ηc increases. Around the highest value of FrL studied295

in this work (i.e. FrL≈0.42) ωc for P2-P5 ranges between 1.4∼1.9, ηc between 0.35∼0.55, and κc
296

between 0.50 ∼0.90.297

DISCUSSION298

The experimental results shown in the previous section provide new insights on the phenomenon299

of woody debris accumulations at bridge piers. At first, the general observations of the jams growth300

phases from this study are consistent with previous experimental results. The new results shown301

in this paper have also confirmed that the failure phenomenon is ubiquitous, and occurs for all302

shapes of debris and piers tested. Nonetheless, some important differences were observed when the303

results of the experiments conducted in this study (with debris and piers of different shapes) were304

compared against those previously conducted with natural sticks and circular piers (Panici and de305

Almeida, 2018), which motivates the discussion below.306

307

The use of dowels to model natural woody debris in rivers needs to be carefully re-considered308

for a number of reasons. First, dowel jams never formed for FrL≥0.40, which is lower than the309

maximum values of FrL≈0.5 for which an accumulation of natural sticks was experimentally ob-310

served to develop. In addition, accumulations formed by dowels are smaller than those formed by311

natural sticks, particularly when FrL≥0.25. Another difference was observed for the shape and312

disposition that debris assume. The regular structure displayed by the accumulation of dowels may313

not be representative of real-world jams that are formed by natural wood drifts, which –as field314

observations show– display a less regular shape. For these reasons, results reported in this paper315

provide evidence in support of previous recommendations by Lyn et al. (2003), who suggested that316

use of dowels should be avoided for experimental studies on LWD accumulations.317

318

Debris jams formed by branched sticks were considerably smaller and less stable than those319
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formed by non-branched elements. This is counter-intuitive, as branches are expected to provide in-320

terlocking and therefore robustness to the accumulation. Here the authors propose a hypothesis that321

would potentially explain this observed behaviour. The asymmetry between the two semi-widths322

on the left and right (WL and WR are used to denote the left and right distances, normal to the323

streamwise direction, from the pier’s axis to the tips of the accumulation, as depicted on Figure 3)324

has previously been raised by Panici and de Almeida (2018) as a primary factor inducing the torque325

required to dislodge the debris jam from the pier. During the experiments presented in this paper,326

it was qualitatively observed that during tests in groups B2 and B3, the planar asymmetry varied327

widely as new debris pieces were collected. Namely, the widest side of the accumulation changed328

from one side to the other several times during the experiments. The reason for this behaviour is329

related to the higher porosity of jams formed by branched debris. High porosity values mean that330

each element’s contribution to increasing one semi-width is higher, leading to a more discontinuous331

growth and increased probability of large asymmetries being formed by chance, which causes the332

inherent instability of the branched debris jam.333

334

The results of the experiments with different pier shapes presented in this work show that the335

pier shape does not substantially influence the dimensions of formed debris jams. The only excep-336

tion to this rule was observed for squared piers, which displayed widths and lengths approximately337

15% larger than the other groups. This last observation, combined with previous findings by De338

Cicco et al. (2016), who concluded that square piers are more likely to entrap debris elements, in-339

dicates that piers of square shape should be avoided in rivers where debris accumulationsmay occur.340

341

The data shown in figures 5 and 6 has been also analysed for a regression (shown in the figures).342

Using a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) approach, the resulting regressions coefficients are343

represented in Tables 2, 3, and 4, in which the type of regression function was selected employing344

the same by Panici and de Almeida (2018) of the type a+be−cFrL , where a, b, and c are regression345

coefficients.346
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347

In all of the experiments reported in this paper the width of the flume B was fixed (1.375 m),348

but the jam-to-flume ratio W /B changed according to the variation of W . At failure conditions,349

values of W /B ranged 0.29 from 0.83, and in more than 90% of the tests W /B was well below350

0.70. It was also observed that even during those few experiments in which W /B reached values351

higher than 0.70, the failure mechanism was essentially identical to the failure observed at lower352

W /B ratios (i.e. a rotational motion without direct contact between debris and the flume walls).353

The resulting dimensions of debris formed with W /B>0.7 were also within the same band as the354

results obtained at W /B<0.7. We therefore assume that any potential interactions between the flow355

and the walls of the flume were negligible in all experiments. In addition, the maximum backwater356

increase induced by the formed debris jams was approximately 1.29% for groups B1 to B3 and a357

maximum of 7.15% for groups P1 to P5 (although this higher value was only observed during two358

tests, whilst in all the other tests the water level increased by less than 4.1%). We therefore assume359

that the results of our experiments represent the condition of an isolated pier. Further experiments360

are required to study the more complex situation where the blockage ratio is high enough to induce361

considerable changes in the upstream free surface elevation and in the process of formation and362

failure of debris jams.363

CONCLUSIONS364

Adetailed analysis of the different factors affecting the formation of woody debris jams at bridge365

piers is key to the development of a robust theory and models to estimate the maximum dimensions366

that can be potentially formed at bridge piers. This article experimentally analysed the influence of367

the geometry of debris elements and bridge piers on the process of formation and growth of debris368

jams at piers, with particular focus on the maximum size of formed accumulations. A total of 162369

new experiments were conducted, the results of which were compared against the results of other370

570 experiments recently published.371

It has been observed that debris jams formed by dowels (i.e. perfectly cylindrical debris) tend372

to reach sizes that are comparable to those formed by natural sticks only for the lowest range of373
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the debris Froude number FrL = v/
√
gL. However, at the highest range of FrL , jams formed by374

debris modelled by dowels can be up to 40% smaller than those formed by natural sticks. Moreover,375

dowels jams could not be formed for FrL>0.40. Under these conditions, elements were promptly376

removed from the pier by the flow, even if attempts were made to place them manually at the pier as377

a large bunch. These observations pose an important question about the accuracy of experimental378

studies that are based on jams formed by debris modelled with dowels. On the other hand, the379

results of experiments with branched debris elements showed that branches play a significant role380

on the formation process. Accumulations of this kind were observed to be less stable than those381

formed by non-branched sticks, displaying frequent early failures and a continuous change of the382

jam shape. Furthermore, the maximum size reached by branched jams was significantly smaller383

than those formed by non-branched natural sticks, with differences up to 35% for ωc, at the lowest384

range of FrL . Thus, non-branched sticks can be considered as an idealised situation in which the385

formed accumulations constitute a worst-case scenario for practical applications.386

387

The results of the comparative analysis presented in this paper, which included six different388

pier shapes, revealed that the dimensions of the formed debris jams are not significantly influenced389

by the shape of the pier. The maximum size reached by the jams tested in this study was within390

the same values that were previously reported for circular piers. A relatively minor exception391

to this conclusion was observed for the square shape. In this case, the maximum width of the392

accumulation was approximately 15% larger than the corresponding width found for accumulations393

with other shapes. Square pierswere also observed to initiate the accumulation processmore rapidly.394

395
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Group Debris used Pier used Number of experiments FrL range
B1 Dowels Circular 19 0.127 - 0.391
B2 Branched sticks β=0.25 Circular 19 0.124 - 0.427
B3 Branched sticks β=0.50 Circular 19 0.124 - 0.427
P1 Sticks Square 21 0.108 - 0.419
P2 Sticks Triangular 21 0.113 - 0.426
P3 Sticks Ogive 21 0.116 - 0.431
P4 Sticks Trapezoidal 21 0.121 - 0.426
P5 Sticks Half-circular 21 0.117 - 0.423

TABLE 1. Experimental groups and variables used for the tests presented in this study.
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Group a b c
B1 0.568 5.191 6.003

B2 & B3 0.321 2.042 1.905
P1 to P5 -1.680 4.947 0.983

TABLE 2. Regression coefficients for ωc.
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Group a b c
B1 0.345 -0.416 7.108

B2 & B3 0.367 -0.513 4.968
P1 to P5 0.578 -0.930 5.043

TABLE 3. Regression coefficients for ηc.
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Group a b c
B1 0.258 9.209 14.732

B2 & B3 0.454 47.015 24.232
P1 to P5 0.296 1.863 4.042

TABLE 4. Regression coefficients for κc.
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Fig. 1. Types of debris elements used in this experimental study. From left to right: wooden dowel
(group B1), non-branched natural stick (groups P1 to P5), branched sticks - small branch (group
B2), and branched sticks - large branch (group B3).
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Fig. 2. Cross-sections of the piers used for experimental groups P1 to P5. Dimensions in mm.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Sketch (a) profile and (b) plan view of a debris jam at the onset of failure conditions.
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(a) U4 test at FrL=0.196 (b) B1 test at FrL=0.194

(c) B2 test at FrL=0.191 (d) B3 test at FrL=0.196

Fig. 4. Examples of accumulations before the jam failure, during experiments with non-branched
debris (4a) from experiments by Panici and de Almeida (2018), debris jams formed by dowels in
group B1 (4b), branched in group B2 (4c), and branched in group B3 (4d) for similar FrL and equal
length and diameter of debris pieces.
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Fig. 5. Values of the dimensionless (top to bottom) width ωc, height ηc and length κc against FrL
(horizontal axis) for experimental groups B1 to B3. Data from Panici and de Almeida (2018) is
also shown for comparison.
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Fig. 6. Values of the dimensionless (top to bottom) width ωc, height ηc and length κc against FrL
(horizontal axis) for experimental groups P1 to P5. Data from Panici and de Almeida (2018) is
also shown for comparison.
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